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Foreword

It has been said that the measure of a nation is how it treats its
most vulnerable citizens. By that measure, there is a crisis in the United States, especially with respect to our children.
We live in a nation that is on the verge of forgetting its children.
The United States flOW has a far higher pover rate for children than
any other industrialized country (nearly 25%, almost double what it
was 30 years ago); a more tattered safety net—more who are homeless,
without health care, and without food security; a more segregated and
inequitable system of public education (with a 10:1 ratio in spending
across the country); a larger and more costly system of incarceration
than any country in the world (the United States has 5% of the world’s
population and 25% of its inmates) and one that is now directly cut
ting into the money we should be spending on education; a defense
budget larger than that of the next 20 countries combined; and greater
disparities in wealth than any other leading country (the wealthiest
1% of individuals control 25% of our country’s resources).
While there is an intensified interest today in how education can
prepare young people for the 21St century, the media, politicians, and
policy makers too often focus their attention on testing and accountability, using international test score comparisons to bemoan our stu
dents’ lack-luster performance in relation to the students of other
high-performing countries. Yet there is little talk about what high
performing nations—like Finland, Singapore, and Canada—actually
do. They ensure that all children have housing, health care, and food
y; they fund schools equitably; they invest in high-quality
preparation, mentoring, and professional development for teachers
and leaders; they organize a curriculum around problem-solving and
critical-thinking skills; and they test students rarely, relying instead
on assessments (often developed and scored by teachers) that include
research projects, scientific investigation, and other intellectually
challenging work, all of which are used to inform and support teach
ing, not to rank and sort teachers or schools.
More about these strategies for how to support children’s develop
ment, teaching, and schooling can be learned from reading this book.
vii
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Start or child
Jdrefl are in groups all the time in school (or head
Yet schools in the United States typically focus on individual
eveInent and what students carry away in their own minds. Init often seems like many’ American educators and parents would
cribe the ideal teacher-child ratio as 1: 1. ‘Ilie assumption is that
r ledge is an individual attainment. ‘Ibis Vj(W is understandable
the value of school is typically judged by what individual stu
subsequent milestones, ranging froni ad
dents learn. Moreover many
,‘.sSion to selective educational programs to securing an internship or
on the skills and achievements of a particular per
a Job, are focused
J-Jwever, while desirable at times, undue emphasis on individual
Mara Krechevsky, Ben Madell’
tion and performance ignores the potential of the group as a
Tiziana Filippini, and Howard Gardnei:
rich ntext for learning. Small groups in particular are ideal l)laces for
y, where children with similar interests can work together and
s and children can listen carefully to each other. Small groups
ster complex interactions, constructive conflicts, and self-monitorWhat are the essential components of powerful learning exper
ing,ey catalyze the capacities to listen, collaborate, and negotiate
in early childhood classrooms? Of course there are baseline elemen
ideas, allowing for frequent and dynamic communication. Over time,
of quality: qualified teachers (secured through adequate prep
ch child is recognized by others in the group as bringing a distinct
and compensation), ongoing professional development, suffi
ctive and way of thinking.
small class sizes and teacher-child ratios, suitable materials, anda
at said, not all groups are learning groups. As Seidel (2001)
environment. In our view, high-quality early childhood educaOefl
notes, “In
,
schools
parents, and staff—are in
we
teachers,
all—students
tails four additional features, none of which have been sufficiefl
groups and
our
learn
is
inextricably bound to our
failure
success
or
to
preciated in U.S. culture: (1) the critical importance of the “grotip
SUccess or
failure
to
from and with others.
learn
to
decipher
how
supporting children’s and adults’ learning, (2) an approach to asseSsThe act of
iid
being
in
building does not in itself make
the
or
same
room
ment based Ofl documenting and revisiting children’s thin
igroup a
learning
group”
314).
The tool of documentation—the
(p.
learning, (3) a focus on generative ideas that are central to one ornlorc
1 t1ce of observing,
interpreting, and sharing the process
recording,
domains of knowledge, and (4) a rich environment that promoW5
an Products
in order to assess and deepen learning—is
quiry and high-quality work.
a keyhandmaidofei learning
c111
of effective individual and group learning. l)ocu
In this chapter, we make the case that these four featurearC $
what
tation entails trying to understand when and how learning takes
cial for powerful learning for young children. First, we discuss
I Puce through
States d
systematic observation and analysis of children’s work,
often missing in early childhood education in the United
shoW
sations, and strategies via notes, photographs, video, and the
what can be gained by addressing these features. Then we
froø
.Jfl the United States, assessment typically focuses on evaluating
1
four features at work via analyses of two prototypical examP
ea
‘ng as a Product (“What did the children learn?”), rather than a
intro
the preschools in Reggi() Emilia, Italy. In conclusion, we
be auth
(“How do the children learn?”). Americans have enormous
framework through which early childhood education can
quantitative measures of performance, and are often suspi
cally evaluated.
human observation and interpretation. But documentation
c
line
that often separates evaluating learning from Supporting
Making learning visible in and outside the classroom can
;°flStrate as well as extend children’s learning.
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I h(. ft die mans pui poses and wa s to dO(UIfl(..flt icarning
ing learning ViSil)le through documentation can be a way to celeb
children’s competencies, aid children and adults in their reflectira
and shape future contexts for learning, l)ocumentation leads teac’
to compare what they Iliotiglil they would ol)serve to what really h
pens and informs deusions about shr to go next this Proces
a
:
allows children, teachers, and often those outside the classroom
to0
understand better the learning that takes place.
l’hrough the close look afforded by documentation, the intefle ?
tual capabilities of young children can be identified and
nurtured
To
often, early childhood classrooms lack a focus on key ideas and un
0
derstandings as well as learning through play. Without a larger road
map for observing children and reflecting on one’s teaching, teachers a
fall back on basic skills (counting to 10, reciting the alphabet, idenU
fying colors) in lieu of deeper understandings or exploration of nuin.
her concepts, verbal and written communication, or the visual arts
Curriculum goals are often framed to have children “become famJli
with” simple factual information and acquirc basic skills (Massachu
setts Department of Education, 2003) without embedding these skills
in a larger social, intellectual, or cultural context. When this happexi
childi en’s abilities and then desue or willingness to explore, t :-L
collaborate, and create go unrecognized.
Creating powerful learning experiences that build on the capahilities of young children can also be hindered by the physical layout E’i
and organization of classrooms. ‘l’he classroom environment r:
and communicates thc teachers’ values and approach to teaching and
learning. The physical setup and quality of materials can either motivate or inhibit learning and curiosity. Ordinary materials like pap
rocks, or glue can become extraordinary depending on how they are
displayed or introduced (Topal & Gandini, 1999). Predetermined activities do not give children (or adults) the chance to pursue thel1f
own interests or encounter the unexpected. Materials presented for a
specific purpose only may discourage children’s exploration and the
invention of stories, games, or metaphors. Even in classrooms with a
wealth of materials the daily schedule tends to limit time either f0
open experimentation or iriore focused exploration in service of deep:
er understanding.
)ortant part
1
How schools and classrooms are judged is also an 1m
ol the story of early childhood education in thc United States LvalU
tion systems can aftcct tcaching practmcc posmtivcly ci negativcly
qucstion ot cvaluation is espcually pressing hcause accountabil
often shapes the experiences children have in school. A signatUre
•

‘

-
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to focus
cur1e s(. linol I (tO] 01 moveflicnt in the United States is
deployment of
countabY on outputs—in particular, the regular
student achievement, generally in litanda-ll tests that measure
federal statutes (consistent with the counsel
acy and math. While
Association for tlie Education of Young Children) do
f the National
of childien until Grade 3, early elementary
ot requift the testing
0
repeatedly testdeflts and kindergartners are being regularly and
country. In many schools, such testing has narrowed
ed across the
or even elimination of group
e curriculum and led to the reduction
mond, 2010). In too many
.*ork and long-term projects (l)arling-llarn
childhood classrooms the arts, block play, and other activities
2t
early
forsaken in favor of direct instruc
rich with potential for learning are
“ready for the tests”
on of academic skills so that children will be
kin
Shepard, 2000). In New York City and Los Angeles public schools
ergartners spend more time preparing for tests than learning through
play (Alliance for Childhood, 2009).
As reflected in this volume, the knowledge base of early childhood
ducation is widc, ranging from neuroscience to developmental psy
_iology to cultural anthropology. At the same time, there is much to
be learned from good teaching. While examples of high-quality teach
Ing exist amound the world, an especially vivid example at the present
can be found in the municipal infant-toddler centers and pre
;chools of Reggio Ernilia, Italy (Edwards, Gandini, & Forman, 1998).
system of 33 schools is internationally celebrated as a hub of injnovation, inspiring educators throughout the world and illuminating
2
.what cxccllcnce in early childhood cducation looks likc
The authors of this chapter are colleagues from Reggio Emilia and
oject Zero, a research group at the 1-larvard Graduate School of Edu

-

tion. For over a decade we have been collaborating on the question
f how to create powerful learning experiences for children and adults
In classrooms and schools (Project Zero & Reggio Children, 2001). Below we present two examples of powerful learning experiences from
eggio classrooms in order to illustrate how the four features of highUality early childhood education mentioned above—the critical im
POrtance of the group for supporting children’s and adults’ learning,
an approach to assessment l)ased on documenting and revisiting chil
dren’s thinking and learning, a focus on generative ideas that are cen
l to one or more domains of knowledge, and a rich environment
that promnotcs mnquiiy and high quality work —interact with and re
flforcc each othr in piacticc We follow with an analysis of each in
1
gred and thcn oftei suggestions for how thcsc elemcnts might be
evaluatecL
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F

irns as some. The children begin to suspect the selection process is
not fair and share their suspicion with their teachers.
After listening carefully to the children, the teachers try to respond
In a way that avoids leading to a yes or no answer. Teachers prefer to
let children come to their own answer; studying the documentation
POWERFUL LEARNING EXPERIENCES: TWO EXAMPLES
will help them determine which direction will be the most generative.
Sonia asks the children, “This is something you think, but how
Consider the following two examples of documentation from the
you prove it?” She negotiates with the children to form a small
4- and 5-year-old classrooms at the Diana School in Reggio EmiliJfl
Up that (1) is made up of children who volunteer or are norni
the first example children are concerned with keeping track of turflr
:ed by friends, (2) is likely to work well together, and (3) represents
classroom jobs. In the second example the traditional children’s ac
j1e
range of mathematical abilities in the class. The group meets for
ity of dress-up is transported into the world of computer technolog
ew days, each morning giving an update on its progress to the
%hole group.
Conta
At first, the small group discusses the equity of Coijiti. Some think
flat since the count depends on where you start and your timing, penEvery day children in the 4-year-old class recite the counting rh31
plc can cheat. Others continue to think Con to is fair. Sonia invites the
(or Conta) “eenie, meenie, miney, mo” in order to choose two waite]
children
to
focus on finding proof by looking through the calendar.
for the day who will set the table for lunch and perform other duties
Thomas
notes, “I’m not in the calendar. Look and see.” Carlo says,
At the start of the school year, children decide the counting b
there twice.” Some in the group begin counting the turns differis the fairest way to make the selection (Photo 10.1).
Qflt children have had. But some children do not yet have a firm sense
agreeS
Together with the teachers, Sonia and l)ebora, the class
of flumber and the separate pages for each month make counting rlif
record
to post photographs of the waiters on a calendar to keep a
ficult for them.
(Photo 10.2).
The number of turns needs to be represented graphically. Four
are se
Over time, several children notice that certain classmates
car-old Gala explains: ‘I)o you know why we don’t know how many
manY
lected more than others. Thomas protests that he has not had as

198
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PHOTO 10.3. Making a Graph
-

_‘,‘.)

.

times we did it? Because if you are
not
able
to
count
and you are on
different pages Ion the calendar], you can’t tell.
We have to find a
way that is readable for everybody.”
Listening to an audio recording of the group’s conversation, along
with looking at their notes, helps Dehora and Sonia determine
direction the exploration might take, what materials to prepare, anç,
what questions to ask that will inform the work and keep the group Ofl.
track. l’hey decide to ask the children if they would like to go to the
a teller (art studio) to see if there are materials that might suggest a way
to solve the problem. The teachers try to choose materials that can
reveal what children are thinking. The teachers prepare small photO
graphs of each child, slips of paper with all the children’s names, and
small and big paper with and without grids.
The children accept the offer and return to the classroom with a
large piece of graph paper and photos, which they place on the grid
to represent the number of turns of each waiter. Alice suggests a way
to organize the photos: “I want to put all the children’s pictures, like
.

.

.

.

.

two for me and then I don’t know.
I must count
“(Photo io.3)
Alice’s comment allows Gaia to organize children to carry out the

‘I

I

I’—-

-

,—

-...

t I
Lii

joTO 10.4. Displaying the Data
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different tasks needed to make the graph. Over the next few days, the
small group explores different ways to make the data readable to all
(Photo 10.4).
When the small group presents its findings to the class, each child
immediately looks for his or her OWfl picture. Gaia explains the graph
to the children, including the process the group went through to crcate their display.

others are how many turns.

Gala: The first picture (at the bottom) is like the name. All the
But there is confusion.

ways

to deliver her explanation be
the

Wisdow (to Thomas): You have a picture so you had one turn.
Gala: Oh no, they don’t understand! (Photo 10.5).
Ifl response, Gala finds two other

fore everyone understands. This experience builds awareness
in
group that what is clear to you may not be clear to others.
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PHOTO 10.5. Reading the Data Chart

F

-

Gaici (to classmates): The I)iCture at the bottom is to explain who
you are and the others are how many times you have been a
waitress.
Wisdow: I understand the misunderstanding. It’s because you
have used photos for both the list of kids and for the r
of turns.
Gala: We did it that way because not everyone can read

I

Once the nature of the grid is clarified, Gaia concludes, “TL
Cwita is not fair. We have to find another way.” The class adopts a
new selection method, prioritizing those with the fewest turns to be
waiters.
The next year, the same group of children, now 5 years old, r’
its the selection process and their earlier grid and chooses a different
nwthod to pick the day’s waiters.
Using their new abilities to icad and count, the children organize a
chart with names and checkmarks to keep track of turns (Photo 10.6).
Each day children negotiate who will be waiter, making sure the tuniS
are allocated fairly.
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s of
Observation. In this example, we begin to see the four feature
have
i-quality early education at work. Thomas’s concern could
are
n in any classroom in the world. Issues of equity and fairness
helps teachers re
;. Here, effective use of the four ingredients
)nd to children’s concerns about a daily routine and translate them
to a powerful learning experience that involves generative ideas
concepts of equity and probability), the creation of a small learn
Ing group as an especially helpful context for supporting children’s
inking, the use of documentation to shape learning, and thought
provoking materials. Listening to the audiotape and looking over
-r notes gives teachers the idea of offering a range of materials in
he atelier to support the children’s quest to make the data understand
e to themselves and to others. The recording also gives teachers in‘Sight into individual children’s contributions to the group. While Gaia
clarifies the need to create a graphically readable representation, she

;does not know how to go about it. It is Alice who helps her and the
OUp find a systematic way to organize the data from the calendar.

Digital Dress-Up

Teachers at the Diana School often observe children at play, re
cording their words and gestures and noting their favorite activities.

PHOTO 10.7. Card Games

•c%
>
•—-
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Costa,,z,• With the computer!
Mattia: Let’s take pictures of ourselves and then let’s transform
them and then make ourselves speak!

Filippo We could make them like in a cartoon!

203

Simona invites the children to take photos of each other and
:dOWnload them onto the computer.
The transformation begins as SOOn as the children start to take
PLCtures; many children pose as superheroes for their portraits (Pho
to 10.8).

-

For one group of 5-year-olds, Yu-Gi-Oh! (a Japanese trading card game flect on how they have changed since entering school at age 3. The
achers hypothesize that computers would be a good tool to support
where characters can be combined to expand their powers usina
juew kind of dress-up game—where bodies can be enlarged, change
“polymerization” card) is highly engaging (Photo 10.7).
hape, become powerful superheroes, or merge with their surround
:s. The teachers also observe that children are very curious about
Filippo: Polynwrization is a way of going round and round that
LOW adults use the computer, often expressing the desire to have a
unites two monsters into one really strong monster.
rrn.”
The play begins with Simona asking a small group of children,
Vould you like to try to transform yourselves?”
Simona, the school’s atelie,’ista, is new to teaching and eager,°
learn how best to support young children’s learning. In revieWi
documentation with her colleagues, Simona notices that childrefl
fascinated by the idea of transformation in the Yu-Gi-Oh! play, wil
Filippo explains, “is a thing in which you become what you W(
like to be.” Why are children so captivated by things that trans
themselves?
The teachers speculate that perhaps it is because children are also
going through continuous change and searching for their identitY.
gen
Retaining the ideas of transformation and polymerization as
erative ideas, Sisnona wonders if children could be engaged in at’ ex.
fwa
ploration of their changing identities. During the 5-year-OldS’ fC
year at school, from time to time the teachers ask the children tO

PHOTO 10.9. Using Photoshop

.

.

Working in small groups, the children manipulate their images
using Photoshop (Photo 10.9).
The children try things out, observe the effects, and decid&What
to use. ‘l’hey seem to be playing a collective video game—one in which
they determine the setting, the characters, the plot, and the,,fiflal
outcome. Filippo discovers a way to clone parts of a tree, whic1bY
new
mistake, he places on his face. His error becomes a source of a
parts
power—invisibility. Mattia uses Filippo’s discovery to rnu1tiplY
of his body (Photo 10.10).

.

Muttia: At the beginning I wanted to transform into
Then I got the idea of making a lot of heads and a lot Of
I also have 1,000 brains!
hands
dlffe
Filippo: There are also 1,000 mouths. Therefore you speak
ently.
Mattia: Do you know how I did this? I pushed a button and
other one in the mouse. Then I pushed it over my face. ‘
I clicked again and a face came out.
Learning is a constant process of reflection and negotiatiOfldISC0
children learn in groups, they are more likely to share their

,
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ies and to see their ideas and theories as provisional. Making mistakes
cthanging course are integral parts of research and learning; it is
ortant to accept them as such without worrying about them.
imona brings two small groups together to compare their trans
ations. She asks the children what they might do with all the
formations (Photo 10.11).

We could combine all the powers.
To combine the powers to get along well.
Yes, let’s polymerize ourselves!
‘“:

p0:

fattia:

Back in their small group Filippo and Mattia pick up on the sug
tlOfl to combine powers. The two boys exclaim, “Now we could
Q OUr powers! Yes! Let’s polymerize ourselves! I have the power of
_lbllity! I have the power of all the things I’ve got on me. Lots of
4’ flds
and
lots
of
heads!
Let’s
put ourselves together!”
‘P1lipp
explains,
the transformations are real. It’s just that in
4QaUt You transform “All
with computers, not by magic.”
As the year goes on, the children Continue to build on their new
fliatity with Photoshop. They use it to tell stories, to transform

‘Ii
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PHOTO 10.11. Children Reviewing the Photos

-
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images of their classroom in imaginative ways, and to share memories:
they would like to hold onto even after school is over.
Observc,tjo,j Again, we see the four features of high-quality early
education at work. Rather than dismissing_or even banning from
School—the Yu-Gi-Oh! games as part of pop culture with little or no
relevance to the classroom, the Diana teachers view the games as an
opportunity to gain deeper understanding of children and their cul
ture and create a powerful learning experience for their students. As
in Conta, the small groups provide a vital context for children to share
and build on each other’s ideas. Reviewing documentation leads to
exploring the generative ideas of change and transformation through
a compelling modern-day tool—the computer.

KEY iNGREDIENTS OF A LEARNING COMMUNITY

While we have seen many good early childhood programs in the Unit
ed States with highly skilled teachers and plentiful resources, in our
experience, examples like the two just described are rare. One reason

powerful Learning Experiences
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powerful
lack of integration of the four key ingredients of
tl js a
1
of these in turn below.
childhood education. We address each

Other to
and Adults Learning from and with Each
en Learning

--

.

.

I)igital I)rL’ss—Uj encounter other per—
The children in Contmi and
ther to solve problems and build under
ctives as they work toge
thinking to one another, they provide
nding. In articulating their
other and the teacher.
.v into their learning processes for each
ly hospitable for collaborative learning. In
ial1 groups are particular
es its thinking visible in several ways. First,
nta the small group mak
proof for its perception of unfairness. In
.e group provides concrete
work to develop an accurate record of
der to do this, the children
child has served as waiter. Finally, the group
the number of times each
is “readable” to the rest of the class,
resents its findings in a way that
to count.
iany of whom do not yet know how
express interest and cu
Small groups are made up of children who
ted by the teacher because
Iosity in the topic as well as children selec
p leadership, knowledge
of the usefulness of their competencies (grou
thereof). A pivotal move
of Photoshop, facility with numbers or lack
ren whose math abilities rep
?made by teacher Sonia is including child
awareness that count
resent the range in the classroom, creating an
ing groups are
ing will not be the solution for all. Members of learn
, but also with the
,concerned not just with their own understanding
thinking with the
understanding of others. The small group shares its
ion that be
class so the entire group can arrive at an informed decis
longs to everyone.
experiment
After several mornings during which the children
the small
With different systems, none of which quite work, Sonia asks
tion,
group if they know why they have been unsuccessful. Gaia’s ques
“Do you know why we don’t know how many times we did it?
is a turning point lxcause she understands the need to represent data
that will be convincing to children not yet able to count. The teacher
Informs the group about histograms (a graphic display representing
the distribution of data) and suggests the possibility of drawing lines.
e
Although Sonia realizes that only a few children are ready to mak
meaningful use of the materials, she knows from past experience that
those children will share their knowledge with their friends.
Not all of the children’s ideas are accepted by the group, but the
) is comfortable with the need to give and receive feedback. Self1
grou
and Peer-assessment—revisiting and critiquing work—are seen as inte
gral to the learning process. Reggio teachers pose questions and offer
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estions like, “What was your last discovery
Playing
tal)le (or sand box, or blocks)? What ideas
with
th
do YOU have
abo
,
1
,,
u t
“Last time you drew a bike. Would you like
to try to make
clay today?” At some
a
J)Oiflt
,
the
teach
er
may
ask,
“What lS4he
ference between drawing
a
bike
and
mak
ing
it
d1
in
clay?
easier? Which do you like more?” Before
wat
children play Jid
in
explore a topic, teach
ers
area
som
etim
es
ask,
“Wh
at
do
th
find out? At the end of the morning, com
ou
e and let me
came up with a new discovery.” They use
words like tiieo,yWIf Yu
discgi,
and ro’seaivli that help to make thinking visib
le and model the
I”:—
process. In addition, rather than respo
nding to children’s
que
directly, teachers frequently
refer
child
ren
to each other so that
dren see themselves as resources of know
ledge.

owerful Learning Experiences
jg 1’

--•

1IO they
of
n Generative Ideas That Are Central to Domains
;wledge

-
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This kind of documentatiO1 helps
-s and children participate.
order to move
t1at “iio child is left behind.” Looking back in
characterizes t1e teaclers’ interactions with children lfl
d also
-oom. Every morning children share not only the outcome
process they went through
t
reviOIS day’s work, but also the
teachers in Coiita ask the small group to choose
ieir ear1g. The
je
ecias
lly use
from the day before that have been 1
ls and materials
the group mnaintaifl focus and build awareness of
in order to hell)
learn.

-

-

ways of thinking that facilitate
Ongoing Documentation for Shaping
y geneiclt’’ we mean ideas and
and Extending Learn
dcrstanding5 after less significant concepts and facts are for
Ing
diverse concepts as “Science
ten. Generati ideas can 1clUdC such
Because the l)iana School ott’Iieristo is new
to teaching
theo
ries,
nstr
testi
” “all measurement
ng
ucti
and
youn
ng
chil.
of
proc
ess
dren, her colleagues suggest that she spend
time observing
have
a say in the rules that
can
grou
and
p
a
“mem
of
docu
bers
]jcom
paris
ofl,”
menting children’s “culture” in order to
update the othe
communicated through
r
teac
h;:
them
ve
,” or “ideas and feelings can be
rn
the kinds of words, images, gestures, and
other modes of
expr
es
symbol systems (drawing, numbers, PhotoShoP images).”
rent
she discovers. Digital Dress-Up becomes
part of a yearlong refi::,
ative ideas can be taught in a variety of ways and carry through
project on the past 3 years. Chil
dren
revie
w
work
from
prev
ious
years
grade levels. ReggiO teachers look not only for skills like the
to identify products that show
how
they
have
unde
what
rstan
grow
of
ding
n
or
what
child
they
ren’s
have learned. Some children choose problems
-y to count to 10, but also for
that have been difficult
the ad
um
ber
s are for. 1-low does the number of apples differ from
to) solve, others choose drawings they had
not been able to do previ.
:f
dre
on a house? How does the length of a table differ from a date
ss
ously. Looking at these products enables each
child to revisit what it f
on
a calendar? Teachers devote a great deal of time to thinking about
means to be a learner and grounds the abstract
process of reflection in
eaningful contexts so that children will understand numbers as a
something concrete and meaningful.
•
tural convention that can serve different purposes.
Reggio teachers meet regularly to review docu
mentation of cliiiGenerative ideas are not always obvious to teachers. Early child
dren’s learning in order to share
persp
ectiv
conn
es,
iden
ectlO
tify
;hood teachers often engage their students in “fun activities,” but these
to generative ideas, and plan next
steps
nder
Sand
.
stafldiflg
form
Picc
ra
er
the
inini
,
do
not
nece
ssari
ly promote foundational knowledge or
commissioner of education and culture for the
understanding
Reggio schools, ob
in
youn
child
g
ren. When teachers develop their own
serves: “One of the most common misinterp
retations is to underSta1i
of
gene
rativ
ideas or ways of thinking_Whet1 through conver
e
documentation as a strategy to teach better what
we as teachers al
lafio
ns
colleagues, reflecting on the aims of their work, or ad
with
ready know. Instead, documentation needs to be
a way to get to kfl0W?
ditio
nal
study of subject atterthey can set activity goals, choose
better what the children, in their own way, alrea
dy know” (qu0t’
mate
rials, and interact with children more flexibly and in ways that
in Turner & Wilson, 2010, p.S). The methods used
by the children 1!’
facilitate learning. This awareness also alerts teachers to spontaneous
Conti challenge and expand teachers’ understan
ding of 4yearO1dS fr
moments that can enhance children’s nderstafldiflg, even if they are
capabilities.
Outside the planned curriculum.
Documentation is useful as a record or “memory” for adul as wel
ts 1
We get a sense of generative ideas from the two examples we have
as children. ‘i’aping children’s conversations provides teach
ers with a
Provided. In Coo to, children develop a sense of probabilitY_exPb0
Ing the likelihood of a child getting chosen as waiter based on the
current rnethod equity_deter111ini1g whether the current method

record that can be reviewed with colleagues.
Teac
hers
listen not onlY
for children’s understanding of ideas, but also for
the way the grouP

•
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is fair to every member of the group and what
Should be ‘a—
isn’t; and the disposition to seek evidence for
claims. Digital
touches on developing and experimenting
with a personal
alone arid with others and the potential of
computers for
images and transforming reality. The proje
ct is playful,
yet
5
fo
on exploring and communicating ideas at the
intersection of
the
and the imaginary.
A focus on generative ideas with young child
ren may be
ing to some. Yet children’s engagement in Cant
o and Digital
Dres
:
offers evidence that young children can purs
ue these topics with
li
lectual integrity (Bruner, 1960). Recognizing the
capa
bilities of
children is not an invitation to push the elementar
y
y school currict
down to preschool. Exploring generative ideas
takes place not thr
transmission from teacher to student, but throu
gh an interactjv
tergenerational Process whereby children and
adults learn from and
with one another. Rather than following a set curri
culum, teachers In
Reggio explore generative ideas by preparing stim
ulating context. in
which children can
deve
lop
and
test
strat
egies
, revealing both comr
tencies and misconceptions to be addressed
.

A Rich Environment That Promotes Inquiry and High
-Quality
Work

.

The success of
a
learn
ing
com
mun
cont
ity
is
inge
on
nt
teac
h.
ers being able to harn
ess
child
ren’s
desir
learn
e
to
form
As
.
ulate
d by
(Zsikszentmihalyi (199
0),
“The
chief
impe
dime
learn
are not
to
nts
ing
cognitive. It is not that
stud
ents
cann
ot
learn
is
it
;
not wish
that
they
do
to. if educators invested
fract
a
ion
of
the
ener
gy
they
now
spen
d on try
ing to transmit informati
on
on
tryin
g
stim
to
stud
ulate
the
ents’ enjoyment of learning, we could achieve much better results”
(p. 115). The
physical environment and flexibility of the classroom schedule play a
central role in engaging individuals and the group in learning with joy.
Classrooms in Regg
1
the
Erni
io
lia
are
set
acco
with
up
in
rdan
ce
teachers’ images of the
child
and
sens
child
of
capa
‘1
e
ren’s
biliti
es.
ers are constantly pondering how children learn; they are
F
to be surprised. Areas and materials are designed and presented with
an eye toward inspiring
con
creat
ivity
facil
and
,
itatin
expl
orati
g
on
nections, and engaging children in thinking about big ideas. 5
TeaCh
provide media so that children can think and express ideas in Ul
tiple symbol systems. In Conta the small xeroxed photographs of the
children’s faces are an appealing way to record the children’s turfl5
waiter. Organizational schemas like a calendar are also available aflU
suggestive of ways to record information. When the separate pages 0

•g

-
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problematic the teacher asks the group
‘lcalendat make counting
what other shapes,
want to visit the atelk’i (art studio) to see
might use. Teachers carefullY consider
and types of paper they
The choice of
quality, and availabilitY of these materials.
pencils, and other highqUaIitY art materials
erent paper, colored
beauty and high standards.
cts values of
jntroducing variation to en
rs are continuallY aware of
express now1edge in different media.
gage children to build and
oppOrtuflitt0 revisit
to make sure that children have the
y want
group to compare where they
revise their work alone and in a
and to make connections that will
ed and where they ended up,
dersta1ng. Time is neither rushed nor fragmented.
pen their
waiter
devote several mornings to solving the
e hildre in Canto
same children (flow a year older)
oblem. The following year, these
so they can modify
greater reading, writing, and counting skills
Dress-UP children learn
system for choosing a waiter. In L)igitfll

j

time they want to enlarge
ch about PhotoShOP so that the next
request that tool in particular.
change the shape of an image, they
which materials and tools
r time, they develop an awareness of
for expressing or commU
ng, clay, PhotoShOP) are most suitable
g an idea.

EVALUATION OF THE LEARNING COMMUNITY

when visiting a
e would you look and what would you look for
educ
ational
reschoo1 classroom to determine its effectiveness as an
the four
invironrneflt that supports children’s learning? Certainly,
extent in
gredients on which we have focused are present to some
classroom,
ftost early childhood settings. In almost every preschool
one an
rnere are opportunities for children to learn from and with
identify
other and for teachers to record observations of children,
ma
topics to explore more deeply, and give thought to the choice of
we
terials. The question is one of degree and effectiveness. How do
ingredient
:.determine whether there are sufficient quantities of each
to Create powerful learning experiences and support children’s learn
ing effectively?
this
While parents, educators, and policy makers will approach
question in different ways, all can be informed by the following
“ought experiment. Imagine you are an inspector charged with the
esponsibility of evaluating early childhood settings. You are a critical
lend, helping schools and teachers improve, but you are also ulti
mately responsible for ensuring that all children are provided with the
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Recommendation for
the

A teacher-facilitated conversation (whole or Small group)
A child-directed exploration (in the block area, dranatic
P ay,
or water table)
A structured, small-group task introduced by the insl)eO
An observation of the classroom environment
An interview with the teacher(s)

best possible learning environment. We envision the 1
flspector c
ing data from a variety of contexts with a focus on the four deC
of powerful learning experiences:
•
•
•
•
•
Each context could be videotaped for review by the inspector a.
or teacher (see also I<ane & Cantrell, 2010). Although the indicatør
would vary depending on the time of year, age of the chuldreir, p:ij
ties of the school system, and teacher’s goals, we suggest addressj
certain considerations, listed below for each Context.

.

The Teacher-Facilitated Conversation (Whole or Small Group) i:
•

•

•

•

Who is doing the talking? The teacher? A few children? How
does the teacher facilitate the conversation? For example,
does she refer children to other children?
Is this a connected conversatioji? Are statements linked to
previous ones and do ideas build off one another? Do chil
dren and adults listen to each other?
What is the purpose of the conversation? l)oes the conversa
tion involve generative ideas? Is it to share what children
already know or build new knowledge? What is the quality of
children’s language? Are the words rich and expressive? How
do children structure their sentences? 1)o their statements re
fer only to themselves or are they more decontextualized?
l)o children help each other by providing critique or explain
ing ideas to each other? How do they handle conflict? Are
children engaged? l)o they use a language of thinking and
emotion, for example, employing words like idei, tIieor W0fl
ck’i; inspire, agree, and disa’,ee? Is there laughter and expres—
of excitement and joy?
SIOHS

What is the quality of the exploration? Given the children’S
ages and experiences, is the use of blocks, the water table, or

The Child-Directed Exploration (in the Block Area, Dramatic
Play, or Water Table)
•

-

ful Learning Experiences
atifl9 Power
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play scenarios sophisticated and complex or more limited?
Are the children open to multiple solutions?
I)o they
What is the quality of the children’s interactions?
shared goal?
share ideas with one another? l)o they have a
they solve
How do they offer and receive critique? How do
problems and deal with conflict?
step in or
What is the role of the teacher? When does she
n’s ideas
step out? How does the teacher respond to childre
and issues of
and questions? How doeS she deal with conflict
sharing, equity, or hurt feelings?

Inspector
Structured Small-Group Task Introduced by the

an unfamiliar, but devel
The inspector gives a group of children
the inspector might ask
3mentally appropriate task. For example,

be joining their class in a
hlldren to pretend that a new student will
daily schedule before he arrives.
d
few days and wants to understan the
inspector notes:
What is the best way to let him know? The
•

•

listen to
How do the children discuss the problem? 1)0 they
r resourc
each other? Build on each other’s ideas? Access othe
es (adults or children) that can help?
Do
I-low do the children develop and carry out the plan?
pictures
they think to put something on paper? Do they draw
t in
or write words? Does the notation communicate relevan
formation?
e Classroom Observation

a short
Here we recommend that both teacher and inspector fill out
rubric or checklist evaluating the four ingredients of a powerful learning
C0mmunty the presence of collaborative learning, ongoing documen
tation, generative ideas, and a rich environment. For example, is there
evidence that teachers are documenting children’s learning processes
or Sharing documentation back with students? What kinds and quality
of materials are available and how do children interact with them? Are
there blocks of uninterrupted time? Each element is rated on a scale
from “not apparent” to “present with strong supporting evidence.”

The Teacher Interview

Videotapes of the teacher-facilitated conversation, the child-di
rected exploration, and structured task along with the classroom oh-
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C0flV

What are the central ideas or habits of mind You
children would learn? What do you think th ch Werhopjg
i1dr
learn? how (l() ‘mi kJ)v?
What might you do next to deepen children’s lea
viduallv or collectively?
What might you do in 2 weeks to make sure the learn

servation checklist form the basis for the interview. For
inspector might share the videotapes of the teacher_led
and child—directed exploration and ask:

•

•
could be extended to other contexts?

-

‘

(onsideration of the four ingredients in these contexts can
inf
how parents, educators, and policy makers evaluate the educ
vibrancy of an early childhood classroom. For example, l)arentlook
ing for the best educational setting for their children might observin
the block area or a whole-group meeting. During a
ing, parents could look for whether the teacher or children are doing
the hulk of the talking, the number of children participating, whether
comments build off each other, and connections to generativeideas.
‘Uhe “teacher interview” questions could he used for conversa
with teachers or administrators.
For administrators and teachers, this approach suggests a possible
system of supervision. For example, school or center directors could
support teachers’ professional growth by having conversations
on videotapes from whole-class meetings or child—led exp1ora
areas like blocks or dramatic play. The conversations would rese
a supportive supervisory meeting, with both teachers and admilL
t()rs making observations and asking as well as answering ques
Actual footage of children at work and play would provide a
and umnediated reference point for conversations about indivL
children, interactions between children, exploration of general
ideas, and next steps for learning. Teachers and directors might
complete and share classroom observation checklists in order to COfl1
pare l)ersl)ectives on strengths and weaknesses.
For policy makers, it is not an easy matter to craft an effeCfive eval
uation system in a nation with a staggering range of classroom popU
lations with regard to socioeconomic background, cultural and eth
diversity, l)roficiency in English, and previous experience in struct
‘:1
groups (see I<ane & Cantrell, 2010). At the same time, policY I1
mgs;
5
ers have a special responsibility to evaluate early childhood
the decisions they make significantly affect teachers’ behaviot Wh’
sma
tests focus on discrete prereading skills, teachers worry about
--
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literacy outcomes. Direct instruction of these
j measurable
powerful learning Opportuni—
increases, ofteii at the expense of
play is curtailed, and teachers feel they
‘lockS disappear, dramatic
(like exploring the
nake the time to follow children’s interests
t1
1
organizing classroom jobs). Ironically, this shift in empha
LeSS of
and
in:s children’s opportunities to explore language
ways.
print and other syml)Ol systems in more authentic
framework that
thought experiment suggests an evaluative
and others’ attention toward creating powerful
ld direct teachers’
one—time observations have limitations,
ing experiences. While
we describe cannot he faked. If a corn
e confident the indicators
whole—gr0p conversation is observed, it is because children
conversations. Neither can
iad experience participating in such
and chil
fake thoughtful interviews about their teaching
teachers need
arning. In order to prepare for such discussions,
documentation. If
:t regularly on their practice, supported by
evaluation system, administrators will
ucb interviews are part of an
this type of reflection as part of
have a strong incentive to include
at the outset is
hers’ professional development. What is critical
specific indicators, but
not whether schools or centers score well on
conversations about
her that their consideration opens up essential
ways. Our
pporting children’s learning in powerful and compelling
having
hope is that teachers will leave these conversations energized,
rned something that will support their practice.

POWERFUL LEARNING EXPERIENCES FOR ALL

arly childhood is the beginning of formal learning in groups for most
merican children. The percentage of 3- and 4-year-olds in group set
iflgs (Head Start, family child care, community child care, and public
and private preschool) has nearly doubled ii] the past 20 years from 40
0 78% (Barnett, Hustedt, Friedman, Boyd, & Ainsworth, 2007). With
y education now embraced by politicians, business leaders, and
‘1 military officials as an important part of the national strategy to
pare children for the challenges of the 21st century (Mission: Read
SS, 2009), the number of children in group settings is likely to grow.
This state of affairs adds urgency to the questions, “What should
-Yclassroom learning experiences involve?” and “How should these
arning experiences be evaluated?” As we debate the nature of quality
l)ebora,
--i’ childhood education, the work of teachers like Sonia,
,niona, and their colleagues in Reggio Emilia serves as a guide. Atten
fl to the group, documentation, generative ideas, and the environ-
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f
the
ment can help provide the learning experiences all
childre
and enlightened approaches to assessment can make this
le
il)Ie to all.

NOTES
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We are grateful to 1)iana School educat
ors
Sonia
Cipolla, Debora
i
Sinwna Spagiarri for the classroom experiences and
and
documentatjo
that’
the basis for this
chapte
r.
Photog
raphs
were
genero
usly contril)uted
Istituzione-Municipal Preschools and Infant-Toddler
h
Centers of
Reggio
Italy, and Reggio Children. We also want to thank Jie-Qi
Chen, Heidi
Afldd’
lisa I’iore, Mindy’ Kornhaber, and Thvia Mead for
comme
nting
On earlier
of this chapte We
r.
dedica
te
our
chapte
r
to
the
memor
y
of two outsta&
educators, colleagues, and friends—Janet Stork aiitl Maggi
e Donovan.
1. Order of authors was determined by a coin toss.
2. Preschools in Reggio Emilia contain classrooms with
2 teachers and
26
three-, four-, or five-year-old children. An atelierista (sonleo
ne trained in the
arts) works with the classroom teachers. ‘l’here is no school
director, but there
is a coordinating team of 10 pedagogistas with
backgr
a
ound
psycho
in
Iogyor
pedagogy that coordinates the work of several schools each.
Five
hours
a
are dedicated to nonclassroom activities, such as profess
ional
develo
pm
planning, preparation of materi
als,
and
meetin
with
gs
colleag
ues
or p::.
Children stay with the same cohort throughout
their
3
years
at the school,
over the course of that time, every child engages in robust
long-term proj.
ects—often in small groups—which are informed by teache
rs’ careful documentation of children’s learning.
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